Abstract. We reexamine the current direct dark matter data including the recent CDMSlite and LUX data, assuming that the dark matter consists of light WIMPs, with mass close to 10 GeV/c 2 with spin-independent and isospin-conserving or isospin-violating interactions. We compare the data with a standard model for the dark halo of our galaxy and also in a halo-independent manner. In our standard-halo analysis, we find that for isospin-conserving couplings, CDMSlite and LUX together exclude the DAMA, CoGeNT, CDMS-II-Si, and CRESST-II possible WIMP signal regions. For isospin-violating couplings instead, we find that a substantial portion of the CDMS-II-Si region is compatible with all exclusion limits. In our halo-independent analysis, we find that for isospin-conserving couplings, the situation is of strong tension between the positive and negative results, as it was before the LUX and CDMSlite bounds, which turn out to exclude the same possible WIMP signals as previous limits. For isospin-violating couplings, we find that LUX and CDMS-II-Si bounds together exclude or severely constrain the DAMA, CoGeNT and CRESST-II possible WIMP signals.
With an exposure of 85.3 live-days × 118.3 kg of fiducial volume, the LUX collaboration set bounds on WIMPs with standard-halo SI interactions more restrictive than previously existing bounds in a large region of the WIMP mass-DM-proton cross section m-σ p parameter space.
Here we derive the bounds due to CDMSlite, LUX and other experimental data, for SI interactions with both isospin-conserving and isospin-violating [21, 22] interactions. We compare all bounds and regions for light WIMPs both in the m-σ p parameter space, assuming the Standard Halo Model (SHM), and in a halo model-independent manner [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] (see also [29] [30] [31] ).
Data analysis
We consider data from DAMA [2] , CoGeNT [5, 6, 32] , CRESST-II [8] , CDMS-II-Ge low threshold analysis [14] , CDMS-II-Ge annual modulation analysis [18] , CDMS-II-Si [9] , XENON10 S2-only analysis [11] , XENON100 [13] , and SIMPLE [15] . The analysis we perform on these data is described in [27, 28] . The CRESST-II [8] and the very recent 2014 CoGeNT modulation [6] data are analyzed as explained below only for our halo-independent analysis, but the regions (and in the case of CoGeNT an upper limit too) shown in our SHM based plots are those presented by the respective collaborations in Refs. [8] and [7] (we do analyze the older CoGeNT 2011-2012 data [5, 32] in all cases). We corrected a mistake in the background subtraction of CRESST-II in our previous halo-independent analysis, which resulted in a change in the lowest speed data point which, however, does not change qualitatively our conclusions.
In addition, we consider here the recent results from CDMSlite [19] and LUX [20] . For CDMSlite, we read off the recoil energy spectrum data from Fig. 1 of Ref. [19] , using the histogram with 10 eVee bins for measured energies between 0.10 and 1.60 keVee, and the histogram with 75 eVee bins above 1.60 keVee. To obtain the CDMSlite limits we used the Maximum Gap Method [33] , which requires unbinned data. We construct these data by dividing each bin with multiple events into enough bins of equal width so that in the end we have one event per bin; we then assign to each event the middle energy of the bin containing it. Following Ref. [19] we only consider the energy range 0.17 to 7.00 keVee, take the efficiency to be 98.5% and the energy resolution to be σ = 14 eVee. To be consistent with the analysis of the CoGeNT data we use the same quenching factor used by CoGeNT, Q Ge = 0.2E 0.12 R where E R is the nuclear recoil energy (modifications of the quenching factor affect the bound as illustrated in Fig. 4 of Ref. [19] ).
Regarding the calculation of upper limits from LUX, we do not have access to all the information needed to recompute the bound in Ref. [20] or extend it to a halo-independent analysis (or to other kinds of WIMP-nucleus interactions). The major obstacle encountered is the overlap between the background and expected signal distributions in the S1-log 10 (S2/S1) plane. 1 A region of interest in this plane is usually defined within which the number of observed events is compared with the number of expected WIMP events. Because of the 1 Looking at Fig. 4 of Ref. [20] , one might think that the nuclear recoil distribution (red band) does not overlap with the electron recoil distribution (blue band). This thinking is, however, deceptive for two reasons. First, the dashed blue and red contours in Figs. 3 and 4 of Ref. [20] only show the 1.28σ band around the mean of the distribution (solid lines), and therefore a fraction of the events are expected to leak from one band to the other. Second, the red band corresponds to the distribution of neutron calibration events, which according to Ref. [20] , due to systematic effects does not coincide with the distribution expected for WIMP events.
just mentioned overlap in LUX, if the region of interest is large enough to include almost all of the expected signal, the number of LUX background events within it is too large to reproduce the LUX published limit without additional information. On the other hand, if the region of interest is restricted as to contain a small number of observed events, the fraction of expected signal events within the region of interest needs to be evaluated, since it enters as an efficiency in the calculation of the expected number of events, and it sensitively affects the evaluation of upper bounds on the WIMP-nucleon cross section. The fraction of expected signal events within the region of interest depends on the halo model, the WIMP model, and the S1 and S2 statistical distributions as functions of the nuclear recoil energy. We cannot reconstruct the latter.
It may be tempting to bypass the lack of information by reasoning [34] that the fraction of WIMP events below the measured mean of the neutron-recoil (NR) calibration events, i.e. the solid red line in Figs. 3 and 4 of Ref. [20] , should conservatively be one half (meaning that it should be more than 1/2 so that assuming it to be 1/2 leads to a conservative upper bound). However, the fraction of WIMP events below the NR mean line changes with the expected WIMP recoil spectrum and it cannot be guaranteed to be more than 1/2 independently of the WIMP velocity distribution or the WIMP-nucleus differential cross section. Thus choosing a signal fraction equal to 1/2 below the NR mean line cannot ensure a conservative upper limit. Choosing another constant value of the signal fraction below the NR mean line would introduce subjectiveness. We therefore proceed in the following manner.
To compute the LUX bound, we apply the Maximum Gap Method [33] to the variable S1 in the range 2-30 photoelectrons. For the observed events to use in this method, we notice that the maximum recoil energy occurring in our halo-independent analysis (m 9 GeV/c 2 , v min 10 3 km/s) for scattering off Xe is of ∼ 12 keVnr. Using the approximated recoil energy contours in Fig. 4 of Ref. [20] , and dropping all observed events in and above the electron-recoil band (plotted at 1.28σ) in the same figure, only five observed events remain below ∼ 12 keVnr. Thus we computed several Maximum Gap limits using either 0 observed events, or 1 event (with S1 = 3.1 photoelectrons), or 3 events (the previous one and those with S1 5.5 and 6.0 photoelectrons), or 5 events (the previous ones and the two with S1 = 3.5 photoelectrons and log 10 (S2/S1) 2). In our SHM analysis, which is confined to m 30 GeV/c 2 and v min < 800 km/s, we reach recoil energies well above those corresponding to S1 = 30 photoelectrons. In this case we also show the limit obtained by considering all the 24 observed events below the electron-recoil band in Fig. 4 of Ref. [20] . Since our procedure does not depend on the WIMP distribution in the S1-log 10 (S2/S1) plane, and given that we use all the events below the experimentally well established electron-recoil band in Fig. 4 of Ref. [20] , our Maximum Gap upper limits are conservative and safe to be extended to other halo models and WIMP-nucleus interactions.
In addition to the observed events we need the efficiency as a function of S1, and the distribution of S1 values for a given recoil energy. We take the S1 efficiency shown as the dashed red line in Fig. 1 of Ref. [20] and, following the LUX analysis in Ref. [20] and consistently with our treatment of XENON100 data, we set the counting efficiency to zero below 3.0 keVnr. We take the S1 single photoelectron resolution to be σ PMT = 0.37 photoelectrons [35] . We reconstruct the quenching factor using the recoil energy contour lines in Fig. 4 of Ref. [20] , assigning to each recoil energy the S1 value at the NR mean line. This procedure is approximately correct where the recoil energy contours in the figure are approximately vertical, i.e. for the low S1 values on which our light WIMP limits depend the most. Even for the largest WIMP masses we reach in Fig. 2 , for which the recoil energies [20] . We also show our 90% CL XENON100 bound. We assume the SHM with |v | = 245 km/s (as in Ref. [20] ), and isospin-conserving SI couplings.
correspond to larger values of S1, we found that the maximum gap determining the limits are at small S1 values where the approximation is good (even when we use 24 events). [20] ) with the 90% CL Maximum Gap limits we obtain assuming different observed events for WIMPs with SI isospin-conserving interactions (magenta lines, corresponding to, from the bottom, 0, 1, 3, 5 and 24 observed events). For this comparison, we use the same halo model as in Ref. [20] , namely a SHM with |v | = 245 km/s instead of our value |v | = 232 km/s (see Section 4). We can see that the published LUX bound almost coincides with our 0 observed events limit for WIMP masses m < 10 GeV/c 2 and is between our 0 and 1 event limits for m < 20 GeV/c 2 . The figure also shows that our 3, 5 and 24 event limits are conservative with respect to the LUX bound.
The scattering rate for spin-independent interactions
The WIMP-nucleus scattering rate within a detected energy interval [E 1 , E 2 ], expressed in counts/kg/day, is
Here ρ is the local DM density. m is the WIMP mass. The sum runs over all the different target nuclides T , of mass m T , present in the detector with mass fraction C T . v min (E R ) is the minimum speed required for the incoming DM particle to cause a nuclear recoil with energy E R ,
for an elastic collision, with µ T = m m T /(m + m T ) the WIMP-nucleus reduced mass. v is the magnitude of the DM velocity vector v. f (v, t) is the DM velocity distribution in Earth's frame, which is modulated in time due to Earth's rotation around the Sun; the time dependence of the rate (3.1) is then generally well approximated by the first terms of a harmonic series,
where t 0 is the time of the maximum of the signal and ω = 2π/yr. dσ T /dE R is the differential scattering cross section. G T (E R , E ) is a resolution function, giving the probability that a recoil energy E R (usually quoted in keVnr for nuclear recoils) is measured as E (which can be expressed as an energy in keVee, for electron-equivalent, or as a number of photoelectrons, like S1); this function incorporates the mean value E = Q T (E R )E R , with Q T the quenching factor, and the energy resolution σ( E ). Finally, 1 (E ) and 2 (E R ) are two counting efficiency or cut acceptance functions. For a derivation of Eq. (3.1) and a slightly more thorough explanation of the quantities appearing in it, we refer the reader e.g. to Ref. [28] . The differential cross section for SI interactions is
Here Z T and A T are respectively the atomic and mass number of the target nuclide T , F SI,T (E R ) is the nuclear SI form factor (which we take to be the Helm form factor [36] ), f n and f p are the effective DM couplings to neutrons and protons, σ p is the DM-proton cross section and µ p is the DM-proton reduced mass. The isospin-conserving coupling f n = f p is usually assumed by the experimental collaborations. The isospin-violating coupling f n /f p = −0.7 [21, 22] produces the maximum cancellation in the expression inside the square bracket in Eq. (3.5) for xenon, thus highly suppressing the interaction cross section. This suppression is phenomenologically interesting because it considerably weakens the bounds from xenonbased detectors such as XENON and LUX which provide some of the most restrictive bounds.
The halo-dependent data comparison
A routine way to compare results from different direct DM detection experiments is by assuming a particular DM velocity distribution and DM density in Eq. (3.1). The velocity distribution in Earth's frame is related to the velocity distribution in the galactic frame
, where v E (t) is Earth's velocity with respect to the galactic frame. The time dependence is due to the periodic motion of Earth around the Sun (see e.g. Ref.
[37] for details). The time average of v E (t) over a period of one year corresponds to the Sun's velocity with respect to the galaxy v .
In the SHM the DM velocity distribution in the galactic frame is a truncated MaxwellBoltzmann distribution,
Here v 0 is the most probable speed with respect to the galaxy and v esc is the local galactic escape speed beyond which the distribution is truncated via the step function θ(v esc − u).
When computing halo model dependent limits we use |v | = 232 km/s [37] , v 0 = 220 km/s, v esc = 544 km/s [38] , and ρ = 0.3 GeV/c 2 /cm 3 for the DM local density.
Of particular importance for our considerations is the maximum WIMP speed v max with respect to Earth, v max = v esc + |v |. There is an uncertainty of less than 100 km/s in |v |, stemming largely from the uncertainty in the value of the galactic rotation velocity at the position of the Sun or Local Standard of Rest velocity (see e.g. Ref. [39] where extreme choices of this speed were shown to be 193 km/s and 324 km/s). The escape speed is, however, known with much smaller accuracy. The old usual value of v esc , many times still used in direct DM papers, is v esc = 650 km/s. However the estimates in the literature vary, starting with a minimum value of 400 km/s [40, 41] to the until very recently most precise measurement by the Radial Velocity Experiment (RAVE) [38] 2006 survey using high velocity stars, 544 +64 −46 km/s at the 90% CL, with a median-likelihood value of 544 km/s which we use in this paper, to the most recent RAVE 2013 results [41] , which give a best estimate of 533
km/s at 90% CL with an additional 4% systematic uncertainty. Recent theoretical papers, such as Refs. [42] and [43] mention larger upper values, 645 km/s and 750 km/s at the 95% CL respectively. A variation in |v | is expected to move the regions of interest and limits approximately in the same manner in parameter space, thus not changing significantly their relative position. However, a change in v esc can affect the limits on light WIMPs due to a heavy target like xenon more than other regions of interest and bounds obtained with lighter targets. Considering fixed |v | and taking extreme values among those just mentioned for v esc alone, 400 km/s and 750 km/s, we get v max = 776 +206 −144 , i.e. a fractional change of about 30% above and 20% below the central value we assume for our SHM plots.
Once the DM velocity distribution and density are fixed, Eq. (3.1) can be used to compute the rate in any detected energy interval [E 1 , E 2 ]. The rate can be compared with the expected background and observed data to produce a bound on the parameter space of the model (in case the data are incompatible with a DM signal), or an allowed region (in case the data favor an interpretation in terms of a DM signal). For SI interactions one customarily chooses the DM-proton cross section σ p as the parameter to be constrained together with the mass m, as it does not depend on the detector and thus bounds and allowed regions from different experiments can be compared on the same plot.
We use the Maximum Gap Method [33] to produce 90% CL bounds on the m-σ p parameter space from the CDMS-II-Ge, CDMS-II-Si, CDMSlite, XENON10, XENON100 and LUX experiments (we do not consider the CDMS-II-Ge modulation bound here). The SIMPLE bound is the 90% CL Poisson limit and the CoGeNT 2011-2012 unmodulated rate bound is the 90% CL limit (in a raster scan). We compute the 68% and 90% CL allowed regions from the DAMA (sodium only) and CoGeNT 2011-2012 modulation data [5, 32] and from the CDMS-II-Si unmodulated signal using the Extended Maximum Likelihood method [44] . We also include the low mass CRESST-II 2σ CL allowed region in the m-σ p parameter space from Fig. 14 of the published version of [8] . We take the 90% CL maximum likelihood CoGeNT 2014 regions (with and without a floating surface background energy distribution) and upper limit (with unconstrained neutron background) from Fig. 11 of Ref. [7] . We can directly compare the regions and bound taken from the papers of CRESST-II and CoGeNT with the others in our plots because the SHM parameters they adopted are very similar to ours. We disregard the iodine contribution in DAMA and the tungsten contribution in CRESST-II, as they are both negligible at the low DM masses we are interested in. The low mass CRESST-II region comes from WIMP scattering off O and Ca. Since more than 99% of the O and Ca isotopes have an equal number of protons and neutrons, the O and Ca SI cross sections scale as (f n + f p ) 2 . Hence we can translate the published CRESST-II region for isospin-conserving interactions to the region for isospin-violating interactions by dividing the allowed σ p range for each mass by a factor of [(
, which is 1/44.4 for f n /f p = −0.7. The corresponding factor to translate the CoGeNT 2014 regions and bound is
where the summations are over all Ge isotopes, which amounts to 1/384.8 for f n /f p = −0.7. Fig. 2 shows our results for isospin-conserving interactions (left panel) and isospinviolating interactions (right panel). We include the CoGeNT 2011-2012 (labeled simply "CoGeNT" in the figures) and DAMA modulation regions (the latter for scattering off Na only), the CoGeNT 2014 regions (derived in Ref. [7] from both the average rate and the modulation amplitude), the CRESST-II (taken from Ref. [8] ) and CDMS-II-Si DM-signal regions, and the SIMPLE, CoGeNT 2011-2012 average rate, CoGeNT 2014, CDMS-II-Ge, CDMS-II-Si, CDMSlite, XENON10, XENON100, and LUX upper bounds. For XENON10, we show two bounds: one derived setting and the other without setting the electron yield Q y to zero below 1.4 keVnr. For LUX we show the bounds corresponding to 0, 1, 3, 5, and 24 observed events, as in Fig. 1 . For isospin-conserving SI interactions, the LUX and CDMSlite upper bounds together exclude the DAMA, CoGeNT, CRESST-II, and CDMS-IISi DM-signal regions (in this SHM analysis). LUX provides the strongest limit for WIMP masses above 5.5 GeV/c 2 . However, the imposed conservative threshold of 3.0 keVnr for the scintillation signal, combined with our choice of escape velocity from the galaxy, does not allow the LUX analysis (nor the XENON100 analysis) to be sensitive below 5.5 GeV/c 2 . The CDMSlite limit, instead, extends to lower WIMP masses: it is less stringent than the XENON10 limit without the conservative threshold of 1.4 keVnr on the ionization signal, becoming comparable to it at masses below 4 GeV/c 2 ; it is stronger than the XENON10 limit with 1.4 keVnr threshold for WIMP masses below 5.5 GeV/c 2 .
For isospin-violating SI interactions with f n /f p = −0.7, the combination of LUX and CDMSlite upper limits exclude the DAMA, CoGeNT, and CRESST-II (but not CDMS-II-Si) DM-signal regions in this SHM analysis. CDMSlite provides the strongest bound at WIMP masses below ∼ 6 GeV/c 2 . The LUX limit, despite the isospin-violating arrangement to suppress interactions with xenon, strongly excludes the DAMA and CRESST-II regions, and . 90% CL bounds and 68% and 90% CL allowed regions in the SI DM-proton cross section vs WIMP mass plane, assuming the SHM. The CRESST-II low mass allowed region is only shown at 2σ CL. The CoGeNT 2014 solid and dashed dark blue contours show 90% regions, with fixed and floating surface event background energy distributions, respectively. The left panel is for isospinconserving f n = f p couplings, the right panel is for isospin-violating f n /f p = −0.7 couplings. For XENON10 (orange bounds), the solid line is produced by conservatively setting the electron yield Q y to zero below 1.4 keVnr as in Ref. [13] , while the dashed line ignores the Q y cut. For LUX (magenta bounds), the limits correspond to (from the bottom) 0, 1, 3, 5, and 24 observed events (see Section 2 and Fig. 1 ). Only sodium is considered for DAMA, and the quenching factor is taken to be Q Na = 0.3.
portions of the CoGeNT and CDMS-II-Si regions.
Notice that the CoGeNT 2011-2012 modulation region is largely incompatible with the upper limit imposed by the average rate of the same data, when assuming the SHM for the dark halo of our galaxy. The new CoGeNT 2014 region from Ref. [7] is below both the limit based on the CoGeNT 2011-2012 rate (that we derived) and the CoGeNT 2014 limit from Ref. [7] . This CoGeNT 2014 region partially overlaps with the CDMS-Si region, and for isospin-violating SI interactions also with the CRESST-II region, but is rejected by the LUX limit.
The lowest reach of the LUX and XENON100 limits, call it m limit , is determined by the smallest measurable recoil energy, here 3 keVnr for both, i.e. by the minimum WIMP mass for which the maximum possible xenon recoil energy for a WIMP moving at the maximum possible speed with respect to Earth, v max , is 3 keVnr. Since this energy depends on µ 2 T v 2 max m 2 limit v 2 max for m limit m T we have m limit ∼ v −1 max . Given the uncertainty in v max of about 30% above and 20% below the value we assume for our SHM plots, as argued after Eq. (4.1), the position of the lowest reach of the LUX and XENON100 limits can change from about 4.6 GeV/c 2 to 7.5 GeV/c 2 . The signal regions do not depend so strongly on the escape speed value. Thus, because of the CDMSlite limit the conclusions of our SHM analysis do not change due to the uncertainties in v max .
This SHM analysis of SI interactions puts the DM interpretation of the DAMA annual modulations in severe tension with the LUX and CDMSlite results, and the upper limit of CoGeNT. In the isospin-violating case we consider, the CoGeNT 2014 region is incompat-ible only with the LUX limit, although the XENON100 and CDMS-II-Si limits constrain it significantly too. The analysis in Ref. [34] (which does not include the CoGeNT 2014 data), although less conservative than ours because it is based on taking a signal fraction of 1/2 below the NR mean line (see our discussion in Section 2), reaches qualitatively similar conclusions.
The halo-independent data comparison
Given the large uncertainties on the properties of the DM halo, most notably on the velocity distribution f G (v), a method was put forth in Ref. [23] [24] [25] to compare the different experimental results in a halo-independent manner. By changing integration variable from E R to v min through eq. (3.2), we can rewrite eq. (3.1) as
where the velocity integralη is 
(5.3) Due to the revolution of Earth around the Sun, the velocity integralη(v min , t) has an annual modulation in the same way as the rate (3.3):
The unmodulated and modulated componentsη 0 andη 1 enter respectively in the definition of unmodulated and modulated parts of the rate, R 
Each such average corresponds to a point with error bars in the (v min ,η) plane. The vertical bars are given by ∆η i .2) by using the recoil energy E R that produces the mean E equal to the measured energy E . When isotopes of the same element are present, like for Xe or Ge, the v min intervals of the different isotopes almost completely overlap, and we take v min,1 and v min,2 to be the C T -weighted averages over the isotopes of the element. When there are nuclides belonging to very different elements, like Ca and O in CRESST-II, a more complicated procedure should be followed (see Ref. [25] for details). We use this procedure for the modulation data of DAMA and CoGeNT, and the rate measurements of CoGeNT (without subtracting a flat background), CRESST-II and CDMS-II-Si. We also use an almost identical procedure to compute the upper limit over the interval [v min,1 , v min,2 ] for the negative result of the CDMS-II-Ge modulation analysis, which specifically constrainsη 1 .
We analyze the CoGeNT 2014 data [6] in the same way we analyze the older data [25, 27] , following the procedure specified in Ref. [5] , except that instead of using four energy bins (0.425 to 1.1125 keVee, 1.1125 to 1.8 keVee, 1.8 to 2.4875 keVee, and 2.4875 to 3.175 keVee) we use just two (0.5 to 2.0 keVee and 2.0 keVee up to 4.5 keVee), the same used in Ref. [6] . For the residual surface event correction, C(E) = 1 − exp(−aE) with E in keVee, we used a = 1.21 [5] . The crosses corresponding to the older CoGeNT data are indicated with dashed lines in Figs. 3 and 4 , and those of the CoGeNT 2014 data with solid lines. With our choice of modulation phase (DAMA's best fit value of 152.4 days from January 1st) and modulation period of one year in our fit to the data [25] , the modulation amplitude we find in the 2.0 -4.5 keVee bin is negative, thus we show its magnitude in the figures with a thinner solid line. However, in both bins the modulation amplitude is compatible with zero, at the 0.9σ and 1.1σ level for the first and second, respectively. We checked that in each bin the reduced chi-square of the best fit values of the average rate and the modulation amplitude is close to one. Since the vertical bars of the crosses in Figs. 3 and 4 represent 1σ interval, the first cross extends to zero.
Upper bounds on the unmodulated part ofη are determined by the experimental upper bounds on the unmodulated part of the rate with a procedure first outlined in Ref. [23] . This procedure exploits the fact that, by definition,η 0 is a non-increasing function of v min . For this reason, the smallest possibleη 0 (v min ) function passing by a point (v 0 ,η 0 ) in the (v min ,η) plane is the downward step-functionη 0 θ(v 0 − v min ). That is, among the functions passing by the point (v 0 ,η 0 ), the downward step-function is the one yielding the minimum predicted number of events. Imposing this functional form in eq. (5.1) we obtain
The upper bound R lim [E 1 ,E 2 ] on the unmodulated rate is therefore translated into an upper boundη lim (v min ) onη 0 at v 0 bỹ
The upper bound so obtained is conservative in the sense that anyη 0 function extending even partially aboveη lim is excluded, but not everyη 0 function lying everywhere belowη lim is allowed [24] . We use this procedure to draw upper bounds from the SIMPLE, CDMS-II-Ge, CDMS-II-Si, CDMSlite, XENON10, XENON100 and LUX experiments. In our halo-independent analysis the bounds from CDMS-II-Ge, CDMS-II-Si, CDMSlite, XENON10, XENON100 and LUX are derived as 90% CL upper bounds using the Maximum Gap Method [33] . The SIMPLE bound is derived as the 90% CL Poisson limit. As for our SHM analysis, only sodium is considered for DAMA, and the quenching factor is taken to be Q Na = 0.3. For XENON10, limits produced by setting or not setting the electron yield Q y to zero below 1.4 keVnr (as in Ref. [13] ) are obtained. For LUX, upper bounds considering 0, 1, 3 and 5 observed events are computed, as explained in Section 2.
Figs. 3 and 4 collect the results of our halo-independent analysis for a WIMP mass m = 7 GeV/c 2 and m = 9 GeV/c 2 , respectively: the left and right columns correspond to isospin-conserving (f n = f p ) and isospin-violating (f n /f p = −0.7) interactions, respectively; and the top, middle and bottom rows show measurements and bounds for the unmodulated componentη 0 c 2 , for the modulated componentη 1 c 2 , and for both together, respectively, in units of day −1 . The middle row also shows the upper bounds onη 0 c 2 from the plots on the top row.
Although we show up to v min = 1000 km/s in our plots, v min cannot be larger than the maximum WIMP speed in the halo, v max . Thus all the data points in Fig. 3 are allowed only if v max 950 km/s, which are among the largest values for v max found in the literature (see discussion after Eq. (4.1)), while those in Fig. 4 require less extreme v max values, v max 750 km/s.
In the bottom panels of Figs. 3 and 4 one can see that the CoGeNT 2014 modulation amplitude (solid line dark blue crosses) is lower than the amplitude in the previous data (dashed blue crosses). It is a smaller fraction of the CoGeNT 2014 rate plus flat background (i.e. without the flat and neutron backgrounds subtracted) than in the previous data. The CoGeNT 2014 rate is indicated with a solid horizontal brown line and the older rate with dashed horizontal brown line. Thus the tension between the relatively large modulation amplitude and the average rate plus background is less severe in the CoGeNT 2014 data than in the previous data. As already mentioned, we show the modulus of the negative modulation amplitude for the second bin with a thiner solid dark blue line.
The CDMSlite bound in the halo-independent analysis is much above the DM-signal regions, although it is the best available bound for isospin-violating interactions at v min smaller than about 400 km/s (depending on the WIMP mass), and it is within a factor of ∼ 2 of the CoGeNT unmodulated signal+background point around v min ∼ 450 km/s for a 7 GeV/c 2 mass, or 400 km/s for a 9 GeV/c 2 mass. At v min 600 km/s for m = 7 GeV/c 2 , or 480 km/s for m = 9 GeV/c 2 , the most stringent bounds are from XENON10 for the isospin-conserving case, and CDMS-II-Ge together with CDMS-II-Si for the isospin-violating case with f n /f p = −0.7.
The lesser impact of the CDMSlite bound in the halo-indendent analysis vs the SHM analysis stems from the steepness of the SHMη 0 (v min ) curve as a function of v min . In the top left panel of Fig. 3 and the middle right panel of Fig. 4 we show the predictedη 0 c 2 (upper line) andη 1 c 2 (lower line) in the SHM for particular values of the WIMP-proton cross section. We choose these cross sections so that (a) for the m = 7 GeV/c 2 isospin-conserving case in the top left panel of Fig. 3 , the CDMS-II-Si unmodulated data are well explained by the SHM, i.e. theη 0 curve passes through the red crosses in the figure (this happens for σ p = 10 −40 cm 2 ), and (b) for the m = 9 GeV/c 2 isospin-violating case in the middle right panel of Fig. 4 , the DAMA modulation data are well explained, i.e.η 1 passes through the green crosses (this occurs for σ p = 2 × 10 −38 cm 2 ). These plots show that theη 0 (v min ) of the SHM is a very steep function of v min and thus can be constrained at low v min values by the CDMSlite limit as well as by other upper limits on the unmodulated rate, as is reflected in Fig. 2 . The LUX bound in the halo-independent analysis has a much weaker impact than it has in the SHM analysis. The conservative threshold of 3.0 keVnr on the scintillation/ionization signal does not allow the LUX bound to reach into the region with v min 600 km/s (for m = 7 GeV/c 2 ). Above v min ∼ 600 km/s, the LUX bound is the most stringent bound, even in the isospin-violating case with f n /f p = −0.7.
For the isospin-conserving SI case, the DAMA and CoGeNT modulation points at v min 600 km/s for m = 7 GeV/c 2 , or at v min 480 km/s for m = 9 GeV/c 2 , which were in severe tension with the CDMS-II-Ge modulation bound, are now definitely incompatible with LUX. The isospin-conserving points at smaller v min are in tension with the XENON10 bound, although the degree of disagreement depends on the choice of threshold for the electron yield Q y . (Although the degree of disagreement cannot be readily quantified in our current haloindependent analysis, we expect that the deeper a point is inside the excluded region the higher the degree of disagreement between point and bound.)
For the isospin-violating case with f n /f p = −0.7, the DAMA and CoGeNT modulation points at v min 580 km/s for m = 7 GeV/c 2 , or at v min 450 km/s for m = 9 GeV/c 2 , are not excluded by other experiments in our halo-independent analysis. The other points are in strong tension with either the CDMS-II-Si DM-signal events, the CDMS-Ge modulation bound, or the LUX bound. Particularly puzzling is that the CDMS-II-Si DM-signal events (red crosses in Figs. 3 and 4 ) occur in this isospin-violating case at a rate smaller than the modulation amplitude suggested by the DAMA and CoGeNT data (green and blue crosses).
Results and conclusions
In the SHM analysis of the allowed regions and bounds in the m-σ p parameter space (Fig. 2) , CDMSlite and LUX set very stringent bounds, and together exclude the allowed regions of all four experiments with a positive signal (DAMA, CoGeNT, CRESST-II and CDMS-II-Si) for WIMPs with isospin-conserving couplings. The DAMA, CoGeNT 2014 and CRESST-II regions appear now to be largely excluded by the LUX limits also for WIMPs with isospinviolating spin-independent couplings (f n /f p = −0.7). In this case, also the XENON100 and CDMS-II-Si upper bounds significantly constrain the DAMA, CoGeNT 2014 and CRESST-II regions (other limits reject the DAMA region as well).
Although in our isospin-conserving SHM analysis the DM-signal region is severely constrained by the CDMSlite limit, in our halo-independent analysis this limit is much above the DM-signal region. The difference stems from the steepness of the SHMη 0 (v min ) curve as a function of v min , which is constrained at low v min by the CDMSlite (and other) limits. The conclusions of this analysis do not change when the uncertainty in the local value of the escape speed are taken into account, although the lowest mass reach of the LUX limit does change within a 25% range.
In our halo-independent analysis, one should keep in mind that the data points presented in the plots are only allowed if they have a v min value smaller than the maximum WIMP speed with respect to Earth in the local dark halo, which depends on the local escape speed with respect to the galaxy and the velocity of Earth with respect to the galaxy. For m=7 GeV/c 2 all the data points considered are allowed only if this maximum speed is larger than 950 km/s, namely among the largest values found in the literature, while those for m = 9 GeV/c 2 require less extreme values, larger than 750 km/s.
The new CoGeNT 2014 modulation amplitude (solid dark blue crosses) is smaller than the older modulation (dashed blue crosses), and this makes the modulation amplitude a smaller percentage of the average rate (plus background) than in the previous data. Fixing the modulation phase to be equal to that of DAMA's best fit and the period to one year, we find that the modulation amplitude is compatible with zero at the 0.9σ and 1.1σ level, respectively, in the first and second energy bins we chose, and in the second energy bin it is negative.
In our halo-independent analysis we find that although the LUX bound is more constraining than the XENON100 limit, both cover the same range in v min space and are limited to v min 600 km/s for a WIMP mass of 7 GeV/c 2 , or 500 km/s for 9 GeV/c 2 . This is due to the conservative suppression of the response function below 3.0 keVnr. Thus the LUX bound and the previous XENON100 bound exclude the same data for isospin-conserving couplings. In other words, the DAMA, CoGeNT and CDMS-II-Si energy bins that are not excluded by XENON100 are not excluded by LUX either. The situation, however, is of strong tension between the positive and negative results, as it was already before the LUX data.
LUX's improvement over XENON100 becomes important in our halo-independent analysis for isospin-violating couplings, which are chosen so that the DM interaction with Xe is highly suppressed. Together with the CDMS-II-Si bound, the LUX limit excludes or severely constrains the DAMA and CoGeNT 2014 modulation points, and the CRESST-II points, at v min 600 km/s for m = 7 GeV/c 2 , or v min 500 km/s for m = 9 GeV/c 2 . Still, as in our previous analysis [27] , the most puzzling conundrum in the isospin-violating case with f n /f p = −0.7 is how the unmodulated rate as measured by CDMS-II-Si with its three events could be smaller than the modulation amplitude as measured by DAMA and CoGeNT.
